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The Challenge:
Detection and physical interpretation of rare events
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● Find the probability p=f(n>=x|b) → 
threshold on p → claim a 
detection?

● Ultimately, a detection has to be 
accompanied by a physical 
interpretation

● Confidence in a detection may not 
come only by a low p value

● Need to have a comprehensive 
list of tests a candidate will have 
to withstand, tests that will allow to 
assess our confidence to it → 
detection checklist

● No multiple detections can always 
be afforded



Firedrills generators*

Hardware-induced 
simulated signals 

Nature Software-added 
simulated signals

*Other than human mistakes



Rules of engagement
● Few (3-4) people define and carry out a small number (possibly 

zero) of hardware injections mimicking gravitational-wave 
transients → any information about this process is kept secret 
and recorded in an “envelope”

● Signature of events being hardware injections is retained at all 
times as part of the complete data stream (~200,000 channels, 
10MBps per instrument written on disk) → analysts must abide 
by an honor code not to access hardware injection channels

● Define and exercise the procedure to apply for a landmark 
detection in the field of gravitational-wave physics

● Prepare a final publication with the results, the submission of 
which will proceed as-is if the “envelope” is empty (i.e., no blind 
injections)



Key questions addressed
● Are our search algorithms capable to make (the right) detections? How about 

extracting their physical parameters?

● Establish a comprehensive detection checklist
○ Sanity and integrity of data
○ State of the instruments and vetoes
○ Properties of the event
○ What is happening in the same second, minute, hour of the event
○ Role of calibration
○ Re-examine statistical and systematic errors

● The inverse problem: advance the understanding of the astrophysics behind the 
measurement (interpretation)

● Ponder on the role of multi-messenger observations in establishing confidence 
and astrophysical setting

● Can 1000+ physicists agree on the title of a PRL for a landmark GW detection?



Example: If this is a real signal, what is the astrophysics behind it?

Equal mass, no spin, 70+70 solar 
mass black hole mergerEquinox event
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Example: Role of multi-messenger observations

By IAU and Sky &amp; Telescope magazine (Roger Sinnott &amp; 
Rick Fienberg) - individual constellation chart of Canis Major from 
IAU (International Astronomical Union) website, CC BY 3.0, 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=15406243

a 02:48 AM EDT wake-up 
phonecall!

Swift and 5 ground optical 
telescopes were on the target 
within hours. No significant 
counterparts were identified.



The end game
● Firedrills have been very helpful for 

LIGO-Virgo in honing detection criteria, 
establishing follow-up investigations, 
including a role that observations in the 
electromagnetic spectrum may play in 
first detection(s).

● All-in-all they brought the search groups 
and the collaborations as a whole 
together in thinking what it means to 
have made the first direct detection of 
GWs. Added confidence in feeling ready 
to deal with the first astrophysical event.

● They have also been an interesting 
sociology experiment (papers+books 
have been written in this area, too), with 
1000+ physicists needing to agree on 
what and how such a smashing result 
can be reported.

● However, they came with a non-trivial tax 
on people’s time and publication 
schedules. 



“Firedrills” and SNEWS: a personal take
● Firedrills involving hardware-injected signals can be expensive both for setting up the 

experiment, but also for carrying it out and concluding it
● The very possibility of a blind injection may reduce the attention and wish of analyzers to 

undertake searches → a predetermined, short interval over which such experiment is 
conducted may mitigate this

● A prompt resolution to a blind injection challenge with satisfactory findings may win in a 
cost-benefit analysis over a slow, lengthy resolution that will bring perfect findings

● Firedrills may involve specific questions within SNEWS’ mission that can be addressed via 
blind tests, for example,

○ Establishing multi-detector response and analyses (beyond mere coincidence)
○ Test multi-detector localization
○ Dress rehearsal for an  EM follow-up program
○ Interpret results in absence of an EM signal
○ pre-SN benchmarking

● Firedrills may be undertaken with signals added (secretly) in software and past each 
instruments’ data archiving system but entering all the rest of the analyses downstream

○ Multiple “parallel” streams s(t_i) of different astrophysical/model assumptions containing 
the signal only can be chosen to flow in sync with the instrument data n(t_i), with all 
searches downstream expected to analyze the “linear” sum s(t_i)+n(t_i)

● Firedrills can be fun, but this is true for roller-coasters too


